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PREHISTORIC HABITATION SITES ON THE

LIMESTONE UPLANDS OF EASTERN CUMBRH.

By far the greatest habitation occurred in the Mesolithic period
as is evidenced by the large number of sites yielding arrowheads,
knives, scraper, heavily gritted potsherds and fragments of
polished volcanic tuff. Occupation debris intheform ofdiscrete
scatters of artifacts was found at more than 130 sites across
the uplands.

There is also evidence of a less intensive use of the uplands by
people in the Bronze Age, indicated by a much smaller yield of
pottery and other artefacts ofthat period.

Connection with the east (Yorkshire) is demonstrated by the
types of flint and the abundance of tool fragments of volcanic
tuffof Lake District origin, since the area around Hull has by
far the highest concentration of axes made from this material,
anywhere in the country. The polished flint knife and the "sickle"
from Gunnerkeld and Raisbeck respectively also have close
parallels in the same area.

Pollen analysis shows a clearance of the forest and the spread
of grasslands beginning about 3200 BC, followed by
regeneration and further clearance about 1800 BC, with the
first siigns ofcereal pollen indicatingthe beginning ofagricultural
farming. Again this was followed by the regeneration of the
tree cover which ended about 500 BC when a rnore intensive
removal ofthe woodland took place, corresponding to setting
up ofthe Late Bronze Age/Romano-British farmsteads which
are to be found at Ewe Close/Severals etc.

Analysis ofthe grits in the pottery by the University of Sheffreld
shows that the pottery was made at, or close to, the places
where it was found. The fact that the pottery was made on the
site and then used, presumably until broken, suggests that the
occupation of these sites was rather more than a transient
overnight stay by herdsmen. This idea of longer time-span of
occupation is supported by the number of funerary monuments
on the fells.

by J.Cherry.

Upon the limestone uplands of Cumbria is much evidence of
prehistoric occupation, in the form of burial circles, cairns and
larger ceremonial circles.

Although much of the land consists of small fields which are
seldom ploughed, the ground above the 270 metre contour is
largely open fellJand, used principally forthe grazingof sheep.
This limestone plateau stretches for 25 kilometres from Shap
in the west to Kirkby Stephen in the east.

The vegetation consists largely of areas ofmatt grass and sheeps
fescue. The latter, which grows on the shallow drier areas of
the fell is infested with moles and we were able to indentifr
occupation sites by the discrete concentrations of artefacts
turned up by these burrowing animals.

We were also fortunate that at the beginning of our search that
a gas pipeline was laid along the western edge ofthe limestone,
which tumed up a large number of artefacts with Mesolithic
and Neolithic affinities at Wickers Gill near Shap.

Although few fields were ploughed during the five years of our
survey, we were able to search a number between the 200 feet
and 300 metre contours and this has tended to confirm our
findings made on the fell land, that the greatest occupation
was on or about the275 metre line.

Mesolithic sites were identified at Wckers Gll and Wndrigg
Hill near Shap, to the south and west of Gamelands stone circle
at Scarside farm, Orton and at Tarn Moor above Sunbiggin
Tarn. The majority of tools were made from local chert.
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It would seem therefore that the plateau was first occupied by
Mesolithic people who found the area a satisfactory place to
follow their hunterlgatherer subsistence economy. They must
have had only a limited contact with flint sources since they
were reduced to using the local cherts to make many of their
tools. These people were followed by Neolithic herdsmen,
almost certainly from the east, who came to the uplands and
pastured their stock in the open woodland, at least on a seasonal
basis. The presence of microliths on several of the Neolithic
sites suggests that there could have been an overlap ofthe two
cultures over a period lasting at least to the middle of the
Neolithic occupation, since it would appear that crop raising
did not begin, at least on any significant scale, until the Bronze
Age when there would probably be sufficient land available to
satisfy the needs of both groups.

All the work has been carried out without excavatiorq depending
entirely on surface finds. This has meant that our conclusions
about the cultures, based on tool types, have been arrived at
entirely on diagnostic evidence. However, there is nothing in
the lithic, ceramic or pollen evidence which is inconsistent with
our view of the successive use of the uplands by people with
Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age affinities.

A large selection of the finds are on display in the Kendal
Museurrl StationRoad, Kendal, where copies ofthefull report,
C.W.A.A.S. Research Series Vol. II, Prehistoric Habitation
Sites on the Limestone Uplands of Eastern Cumbria, are
on sale at tl2 each.
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THE PORT OF ROMAN LANCASTER?

by G.M.Leather

There is an understandable desire to locate the site ofthe Roman
quays for Lancaster and the obvious choice is in the area ofthe

Cable Street and
ofthe old bridge74.
an early priority to
no constructional

problems so that anything less is hard to envisage. The site of
the medieval bridge, right beside the fort, is the most likely
location.

February 1967 along St. George's Quay.

A ford existed at Scale Ford75 but its availability would be
similarly limited. It sounds as though this was some sort of
stone causewayforthe Port Commissioners did workto reduce

improve navigation around l824,by
were not handlingmuch trade, mainly
ng set up in 1787 to counter the hard

slog up and down the Lune. It must be remembered that coming
up to I .ancaster, a vessel has the incoming tide and the prevailing
wind in its favour but the normal flow ofthe river reduces the
effect of the tide. On leaving Lancaster, the tide and flow are
favourable whereas the wind is usually against the departure.
The tide is the more important force so, on balance, the coming
and going are probably about equal.

At its mouth, the river quickly reduces to a bar which can only
be crossed for about two hours each side of high water. A
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